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Our passion for global experience is ongoing: useful when you decide to move on.

Auris Relocation excels in counselling on all aspects of global mobility, 
developing and implementing clear guidelines for departures from 
Switzerland to other countries. Auris can be relied on to anticipate, 
manage and follow up on all aspects of global mobility.

We are constantly expanding our network of key partners abroad to 
enhance the Auris Relocation customer experience. Clients appreciate 
having Auris as the accessible and unique point of contact for global 
mobility projects.

The people who benefit from our global mobility service are top 
management, human resources and talent management departments 
with small and large corporations in Switzerland. Auris Relocation 
provides a network of essential contacts and valuable experience.

Auris Relocation scrupulously monitors compliance with legal and 
administrative requirements in all phases of an outgoing relocation. 
Given our first-hand knowledge of these processes, we advise on 
what to do, when and how. The administrative and legal aspects
of posting employees abroad are managed by Auris, allowing Swiss 
entities to concentrate on their core business.

Policy consulting on personnel relocation
As soon as a company decides to relocate personnel, Auris Relocation 
becomes a valuable source of advice. Strategic thinking on the impact 
of various policy scenarios is of immense benefit to employers. We 
liaise with our reliable network in the outgoing country to establish 
guidelines that ensure realistic policies, corporate compliance and 
smooth transitions. 

Relocation management, assistance with postings abroad 
Once the guidelines have been established, Auris Relocation 
coordinates seamless destination services as carried out by our 
partners abroad, remaining the much-appreciated unique point 
of contact. We continuously monitor quality and provide regular 
feedback on work done abroad. We ensure global compliance with 
corporate policies throughout and without exception.

Property management for absent employees
When employees relocate abroad and vacate a Swiss property that 
they either rent or own, managing that property becomes a genuine 
concern. We pride ourselves on finding the best solution for any 
situation. Auris Relocation thus takes the burden off human resource 
departments while providing a valuable service to the transferee.

Cross-cultural and language training for outgoing employees
Swiss-based employees transferring to a foreign country are better 
armed for their new venture when they have a grounding in the 
host country’s culture and language. Auris Relocation can provide 
appropriate support, tailored exclusively to the individual needs of 
the employer and the employee.

Move management
The final phase of a departure requires persistence and attention to 
detail, something we excel in. Auris Relocation has vast experience 
in obtaining and comparing quotes from removal companies, where 
our neutrality guarantees the very best deal for transferees. We 
also manage the logistics and supervise the on-site events when a 
transferee moves from Switzerland. As the primary point of contact, 
Auris takes responsibility for communicating regularly on the status of 
each move. 
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